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1. “WE COULD CHANGE THE WORLD”

On the verses, be sure to “sing through” the whole notes to make the phrases sound stron-
ger. On the chorus, decide how to approach the word “yes.” Either put the “s” solidly on 
beat 2, or cut it off shorter—just rehearse doing it together. Work on the rhythm in ms. 35 
(and similar spots). Watch out in ms. 111 and 115 for the extra phrases thrown in at the end 
of the arrangement.

2. “I REFUSE”

This is a very conversational lyric, so let the words be clear. Altos, in ms. 26 on the “E” note, 
don’t go down on the word “I.”  Work on the new vocal parts in ms. 55 and forward, espe-
cially the altos and tenors.

3. “THINGS CHANGE”

Work carefully on the rhythms—there are lots of details. In ms. 15, tenors/basses need to 
work on their harmony notes on “but our God.” Clear diction is needed on the chorus at 
“things change in a moment.” Fast notes—make it crisp. In the bridge, beginning in ms. 27, 
sopranos hold your note strongly while the other parts answer. Watch cut-offs in the bridge, 
then drop the dynamic suddenly on the chorus beginning in ms. 40. Build it back from ms. 43 
to the end.

4. “STRONG ENOUGH”

Here’s another conversational lyric in both verses, so work hard to be understood. In the 
chorus, be strong when you break into parts (ms. 16-17, etc.). Give some extra energy and 
diction in the bridge (ms. 42 and following). Check our the different notes in ms. 42 and 44 
(“cause I’m broken” vs. “You are God”). Connected phrases are needed in ms. 47-58, then 
back to the original energy from ms. 60 to the end.

5. “MOVE”

I love a cappella singing! You must listen to each other and keep a steady beat going as you 
sing. The finger snaps can help, but don’t let them be a distraction. In ms. 11 and forward, the 
“Oos” need to be less than the soprano melody. And sopranos, hold your note out strongly 
in ms. 12 (and other similar spots). Tenors, watch out in ms. 15 and 17. Note the differences 
in the notes. Basses, lead out ms. 27 in the bridge section. Get a pitch pipe, find a crowd, 
then start singing!
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6. “ALREADY THERE”

The verses need work on rhythm, including attention to clean cut-offs. Bring out the
choruses, giving full sound to the long notes. Don’t cheat them or allow them to loose
energy.  Watch out in ms. 93 to the surprise cut-off.

7. “YOU ARE MORE”

This is a great lyric, so sing it clearly and with good diction. There are lots of places where,
if you are not paying attention, you won’t cut off together, so work this out. In the bridge 
(ms. 70), the tenors have the melody so they should lead out. Suddenly bring the volume 
down in ms. 85, then suddenly loud again in ms. 93.

8. “WE ARE”

This is a good song for an optional solo on verse one, but if you use all the singers, then be 
intentional about the crispness of your singing and cut-offs. Let the chorus soar, giving an 
extra push to the word “gotta” in ms. 38-40 (and other similar spots). Save some volume for 
the bridge (ms. 74), then suddenly softer in ms. 90, building to ms. 98.

9. “OUR GOD”

This is a familiar song, so extra attention is needed to work out specific voice parts. Don’t 
fall into the trap of simply just “singing it as you know it.” Especially rehearse the chorus
(ms. 45). Altos, be careful to make the C# to E move in ms. 45-46. Constantly grow this 
whole song from the beginning to the end. Let the ending (ms. 101) and following be a
great worship experience. You could even sing it a cappella if you like.

10. “LET NOT YOUR HEART BE ANXIOUS”

Ladies feature—yeah! Make the blend between vocal parts smooth and solid, though you 
could actually sing this entire song in unison if needed. This needs a tender treatment 
throughout, so don’t let it get too loud anywhere. The 3-part section (ms. 53-54) needs to 
achieve a good blend with the soprano melody taking the lead. And, again, it could be sung in 
unison if desired.
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11. “YOUR HANDS, YOUR HEART, YOUR VOICE”

And now a men’s feature (at least at the beginning). Men, work on a solid, unified sound as 
you sing verse one. At the chorus, work on a nice, tight 3-part sound, fully holding out the 
long notes (ms. 23, for instance). Anytime your lyric is “whoa,” I think it deserves some extra 
energy—so give it (in the Coda, and other spots).

12. “BEAUTIFUL SAVIOR”

A wonderful hymn, given a fresh treatment with a 6/8 time signature and added chorus.  
Work on part singing the second half of verse two (ms. 13). Work on a smooth blend. Then 
let the chorus erupt into a time of worship. Hold out the phrases fully, so it doesn’t sound 
weak. 

13. “AT YOUR NAME”

As you say the first line, be careful to say “At Your name” and not “At Chewr name.” It’s just 
a matter of thinking about what you are saying, then making your mouth deliver it. Some 
extra energy on “Yahweh, Yahweh” (ms. 23), with a slight fall-off, fits the style of this song. 
Carefully practice the parts in ms. 45-49 (especially tenors, who have a little different set of 
notes in ms. 45).

14. “I LIFT MY HANDS”

Once again, the guys start this song alone. Keep a unified, but soft sound going, staying solidly 
on pitch. As the girls join, everyone be careful with the word “rise.” Keep the “southern” out 
of it, by adding more “ah” to the vowel. Watch your dynamics—don’t get too loud too soon.  
Your first actual forte marking is not until the bridge section in ms. 50. It is an easy tempta-
tion for choirs to just sing loudly all the time, so fight it! Draw interest to your message with 
clear diction, set in a softer framework. You will like the result.
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